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a b s t r a c t
Background: A suggested link between ambulatory mechanics and injury development has resulted in
signiﬁcant interest the development of footwear to change locomotion patterns. The purpose of this
study was to test the hypothesis that there will be signiﬁcant changes in the kinematics and kinetics
at the ankle and minimal changes at the knee and hip in the mechanics of running in a shoe with a sagittal plane curvature relative to a ﬂat soled shoe.
Methods: During running 3-D lower extremity kinematics and kinetics for 19 healthy volunteers were
quantiﬁed using an optoelectronics system and a force plate. Data were collected for a ﬂat sole conventional shoe (New Balance 658 (Control)) and a shoe with a rounded sole in the sagittal plane (Masai Barefoot Technologies (MBT)). Data were compared for the two shoe conditions using paired Student t-tests
(alpha = 0.05).
Findings: The ankle dorsi-ﬂexion angles at heel-strike and mid-stance were greater, while the ankle plantar and dorsi-ﬂexion moments and peak ankle joint power were signiﬁcantly lower with the MBT relative
to the control (P < 0.05). Decreases in the ﬁrst medial GRF peak and the peak anterior GRF peak were also
found for running in the MBT shoe.
Interpretation: Despite a major difference in sole geometry, accommodations to the rockered sole were
found only at the ankle. These results suggest changes in ankle kinematics and kinetics may be used
to minimize the effect of changes in sole rocker on limb dynamics. Thus, changes in shoe rocker may offer
potential therapeutic opportunities for running related conditions at the ankle without substantial risk to
the knee or hip.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
There is increasing interest in methods to modify patterns of
human locomotion to address speciﬁc needs for load modiﬁcation,
rehabilitation and/or disease prevention (Nigg et al., 1999; Romkes
et al., 2006; Li and Hong, 2007; Fisher et al., 2007). Possible explanations for the various changes in locomotor patterns in response
to changes in external stimuli occur to maintain biological loading
of tissue within a speciﬁc range (Hardin et al., 2004); to control the
external forces acting on the body by maintaining a preferred
movement pattern (Nigg, 2001); and/or to minimize the metabolic
cost of a speciﬁc task (Nigg, 2001).
Investigations into the effects of shoe interventions designed to
modify patterns of locomotion have primarily focused on interventions that could increased shoe stability and thus limit excessive
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foot and/or knee motions (Frederick, 1986; Nigg et al., 1999). Foot
orthotics introducing material or structural changes in medial–lateral (ML) stability are commonly prescribed to treat a large number
of running related injuries, including Achilles tendinopathy, patella-femoral pain and illiotibial band syndrome (Johnston et al.,
2003; MacLean, 2001). Some controversy as to the speciﬁc effect
of orthotics inserts exists in the literature (Nigg, 2001) as results
from different studies are often contradictory. Changes primarily
in foot eversion, ankle inversion moments and ankle plantar/dorsi-ﬂexion range of motion have been reported in some studies in response to foot orthotics (Nigg et al., 1998; Mundermann et al.,
2003). In contradiction another study reported no changes in foot
eversion but changes in tibial rotation and knee ab/adduction moments (Williams III et al., 2003). Changes in the shoe heel construction have also been investigated, an increase in the ML heel ﬂare of
the shoe sole was shown to inﬂuence the initial shoe and ankle pronation however, not systematically in all subjects (Stacoff et al.,
2001; Nigg and Morlock, 1987). Despite a limited understanding
of why and how the runners adapt their gait to shoe interventions,
clinical success rates for footwear interventions are reported to be
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high (McNicol et al., 1981; Gross et al., 1991) and thus merit more
research.
Footwear stability is most often considered in the ML plane.
However, more recent developments have focused on the effects
of less rigid, minimalist or unstable interventions (Nigg et al.,
2006; Romkes et al., 2006) assuming that less support for the feet
and lower extremity would stimulate and strengthen the muscles
that contribute to static and dynamic stability thereby minimizing
injury risks. Anterior- posterior (AP) stability of a shoe can be altered by changing the amount of sole rocker or heel construction
in the AP direction. To date, these studies have only focused on
walking and shown that altering the AP rocker of the shoe produces the greatest adaptations at the ankle joint (Li and Hong,
2007; Nigg et al., 2006; Romkes et al., 2006; Long et al., 2007).
These studies reported signiﬁcant decreases in the ankle dorsi-ﬂexion angles in stance, trends for reduction in the ankle sagittal and
frontal plane joint moments and small changes in the knee or hip
sagittal plane joint motions and moments. The changes in AP rocker of shoe soles have also been shown to be effective in stimulating
muscle activity (Nigg et al., 2006; Romkes et al., 2006). Limited
changes higher up the kinematic chain in these studies were attributed to changes in muscle activation patterns, which compensated
or overcame the change in the foot–ground interface to maintain
the kinematic pattern of the knee, hip, and trunk segment during
walking.
While the body of literature on interventions for medial lateral
stability is growing there is a paucity of information on the inﬂuence of modifying the AP curvature of the shoe on running
mechanics. Yet this information might be an important consideration in the evaluation of potential interventions that can assist
in addressing overuse injuries, muscle weakness and rehabilitation
following injury or with disease. The recently developed Masai
Barefoot Technologies (Switzerland) shoe (MBT) with a rounded
sole offers the opportunity to study the various strategies of adaptation to a rockered sole design. Therefore the purpose of this study
was to investigate the mechanism of adaptation to a rockered sole
shoe in running. In particular, to address a subject’s ability to
accommodate to a rockered shoe design at a single joint or
whether the adaptations will take place at the ankle, knee and
hip joints. Speciﬁcally, this study tested the hypothesis that there
will be signiﬁcant changes in the kinematics and kinetics at the ankle and minimal changes at the knee and hip during running.

2. Methods
19 healthy volunteers were tested, all with no history of serious
lower-limb injury or lower-extremity pain for a minimum of
6 months prior to testing: 11 women (age: 28.9 Standard Error
(SE) 7.3 years; BMI: 22.7 SE 2.9) and 8 men (age: 32.6 SE 7.5 years;
BMI: 23.5 SE 1.8). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects
prior to testing per Stanford University IRB guidelines. The experimental sample size was estimated from previous walking kine-

matic and kinetic data in the MBT shoe (Nigg et al., 2006;
Romkes et al., 2006) using a power analysis (Lieber, 1990). A minimum of 15 subjects was deemed necessary to provide the statistical power (0.80) to detect a parameter difference of 15%.
The control shoe in this study was the New Balance 658
(m = 269 g). The unstable shoe condition tested in this study was
the MBT M-walk shoe (Masai Barefoot Technology, Switzerland)
(m = 625 g). The tested MBT shoe was characterized by a rounded
shoe sole design (Fig. 1) in the anterior posterior direction, making
the shoe unstable in the AP direction. The sole was composed of
two materials, one located in the heel region (orange colour in
Fig. 1) and a different material for the anterior sole section. As
the subjects had not previously worn the MBT shoe they were
asked to wear the shoe for a two week period prior to testing so
that they were comfortable moving in the shoe before testing.
Data was captured as subjects ran in a straight line along an
11 m long runway. The experiment consisted of three running trials ﬁrst for the rockered test shoe and then for the control shoe at a
self selected speed. Kinematic data throughout the trial was collected using an 8-camera system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) sampling at 120 Hz. Ground reaction force data was
collected using a force plate (Bertec Corporation, Columbus, Ohio),
built into the ﬂoor, sampling at 120 Hz and synchronized to the
kinematic measurements. Subjects were allowed as many practice
trials as necessary prior to collection in each condition and were
instructed to move their starting position along the runway so that
they could land reliably on the force platform with the right foot
without altering their stride pattern. Lower extremity joint kinematics for the right leg were quantiﬁed using the point cluster
technique (PCT) (Andriacchi et al., 1998). With the PCT, clusters
of nine and seven reﬂective markers were distributed on the thigh
and shank, respectively, to predict the movements of the underlying femur and tibia. A two second static trial in each of the shoe
conditions was recorded with the subject standing still in order
to create the anatomical reference frames for each limb segment.
Additional markers placed on bony landmarks (medial and lateral
malleolus, lateral and medial tibial plateau, lateral and medial femoral condyles, greater trochanter, anterior and posterior superior
iliac spine, and the iliac crest) were used to establish the tibial,
femoral and pelvic anatomic coordinate systems. Cluster coordinate systems were calculated for the marker clusters on the thigh
and shank separately by calculating principal axes assuming a unit
weight for each marker. The relative position between the marker
cluster coordinate systems and the anatomical coordinate systems
were also calculated in the static run for the thigh and shank. The
running trials were then carried out after removing the femoral
condyle markers, and the medial tibial plateau and medial malleolus markers. Marker trajectories were reconstructed using Qualysis
Track Manager software (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden), using
the information about the relative locations of the anatomic coordinate systems to cluster coordinate systems obtained in the static
trial, the locations of the femur, tibia and foot and projected angles
between segments were calculated. The net external interseg-

Fig. 1. (a) Unstable shoe condition used in the study. MBT M-walk shoe Masai Barefoot Technology, Switzerland and (b) New Balance 658 control shoe.
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mental joint forces and moments were calculated using inverse
dynamics methods and sagittal plane joint powers were calculated
using the net joint moment and the joint angular velocity.
To compare among subjects of different body sizes, the ground
reaction forces (GRF) were scaled to % body weight (BW) and joint
moments scaled to % BW  height. The joint kinematics and kinetics data were time normalized to 100% of stance and for each subject the average of three trials for each subject and shoe was used
for analysis. Joint kinematics were quantiﬁed at the heel-strike,
mid-stance and toe-off time points. For the joint kinetics and powers, the peak values in mid-stance were quantiﬁed for both the
MBT and the control shoe.
The kinetic, kinematic and power variables for each shoe condition were compared using paired Student’s T-tests (SPSS 16.0, SPSS
Inc Ó 1987–2007) at the level of signiﬁcance of 0.05.

P = 0.002; P = 0.003) (Fig. 4). The decrease in the ankle dorsi-ﬂexion
moment was on average 12%. There was a trend for a decrease in
the ankle eversion, and internal rotation moments (P = 0.084,
P = 0.062). No changes in the external joint moments were found
at the knee or hip however, there was considerable variability in
these results.
The peak negative and peak positive ankle joint powers were
signiﬁcantly lower for the MBT shoe (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 5). The opposite was found for the knee, where an increase (P = 0.034) in peak
positive joint powers was found. There were no differences found
for the minimum or maximum hip joint powers. The total peak positive joint power in stance (sum of hip, knee and ankle) was lower
in the MBT shoe than in the control shoe.

4. Discussion
3. Results
The general pattern of sagittal plane joint motion in the MBT
shoe was the same as in the control shoe (Fig. 2). However, there
were differences in the ankle joint kinematics at heel-strike, midstance and at toe-off for the MBT shoe trials. In the MBT shoe there
was a greater ankle dorsi-ﬂexion angle (P = 0.001) at heel-strike
and this was maintained through mid-stance (P = 0.01). At toe-off
the ankle was less plantar-ﬂexed in the MBT shoe compared with
the control shoe (P = 0.03). There were no signiﬁcant differences
in the hip and knee joint kinematics during the stance phase of
running.
The magnitudes of the ﬁrst medial GRF peak and the peak anterior (push-off) force were signiﬁcantly lower in the MBT shoe
(Fig. 3). A signiﬁcantly greater posterior force during the impact
phase of stance (ﬁrst 20%) was also found for the MBT shoe. There
were no differences in the magnitude of the impact or active peaks
in the vertical GRF, or in the loading rate of the impact peak between the MBT and control shoe (Fig. 3). The self-selected running
speed was statistically slower (2.5 ± 0.1 MBT; 2.6 ± 0.1 m/s control;
P < 0.001) and thus stance time slightly longer in the MBT shoe
than for the control shoe (293 ± 7 ms MBT; 285 ± 6 ms control;
P = 0.008).
There was a signiﬁcant decrease in the external ankle dorsiﬂexion, plantarﬂexion and inversion joint moments (P < 0.0001;
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Yearly incidence of running injuries in recreational runners has
been estimated at 37–56% (van Mechelen, 1992). Overuse injuries
that appear to be due to constant repetition of the same movement
with insufﬁcient rest account for 50 – 70% of all injuries. Numerous
intrinsic and extrinsic factors have been associated with speciﬁc
injuries. In the case of Achilles tendinopathy (AT), one of the more
common injuries, biomechanical factors that have been linked to
the injuries are greater plantar and dorsi-ﬂexion moments, earlier
and increase peak pronation, greater foot eversion, ankle dorsiﬂexion and knee ﬂexion in the stance phase of running for AT injured
versus healthy controls (Donoghue et al., 2008). Medial posted
orthotics inserts are one of the non invasive treatments of AT injuries (Werd, 2007). The reported functional effects of orthoses in AT
injured runners are reduced ankle dorsi-ﬂexion range of motion,

decreased maximum dorsiﬂexion position and increased ankle
eversion (Donoghue et al., 2008). A reduced ankle range of motion
in the early portion of the stance phase in the MBT shoe, similar to
that found in the orthoses study (Donoghue et al., 2008), and reduce sagittal plane joint moments suggest it could be a beneﬁcial
intervention in the return to the sport phase of AT recovery. These
potentially beneﬁcial changes at the ankle occurred without systematically affecting the sagittal plane hip and knee joint motions
or moments.
The subjects in this study were all healthy young active individuals tested while running at a slow pace. Although the results indicate there may be positive implications for those with low leg
injuries the adaptations to the MBT shoe may not be the same
for injured persons or for running at faster speeds. Frontal plane
foot–ankle motions have previously been identiﬁed as important
factors in lower leg injuries but were not quantiﬁed in this study.
These variables should be measured to further understand the
changes in ankle motions and the potential for this intervention
to be used in rehabilitation overuse injuries (i.e. Achilles tendonopathy) of foot and ankle structures. While adaptations at the hip and
knee were not found, it is possible that pelvic or upper body adaptations may have occurred in response to the rockered sole. Future
investigations that include upper body analysis would be of interest. A more complete understanding of the adaptation to the rockered shoe sole may be obtain by also including measurements
of muscle activations in future work. Quantiﬁcation of muscle activations are of interest as changes in level of agonist/antagonistic
muscles can result in a increase in joint loads despite decreases
in the net external joint moments. The results for the knee and
hip were varied among the subject for some people these changes
when running in the MBT shoe may have clinical signiﬁcance.
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The ﬁnding that the ankle can accommodate for substantial
changes in the shoe rocker is in agreement with other studies,
however in general the kinematic and kinetic accommodations
were smaller in running than for walking (Nigg et al., 2006; Romkes et al., 2006). This is not surprising as simple dynamic models of
walking and running (Adamczyk et al., 2006; Seyfarth et al., 2001)
indicate that AP curvature (foot size and shape) effects are greater
in walking than in running. This is (again) not surprising as running
is considered a bouncing gait and ‘‘easily” modeled with simple
point-mass-spring models (Blickhan, 1989). While walking can
be modeled as a simple inverted pendulum motion (Kuo, 2001),
more complex models that include a foot segment and curvature
more closely model the experimentally determined metabolic cost
of walking (Adamczyk et al., 2006; Seyfarth et al., 2001).
5. Conclusions
Early research suggested that shoes might be a powerful tool for
manipulating human movement and thus for preventing injuries
(Frederick, 1986; Clarke et al., 1983; Nigg et al., 1981). Despite a
large body of literature in the area it remains unclear how and
why the human musculoskeletal system adapts to external inﬂuences on the foot/ground interface (Nigg and Wakeling, 2001; Nigg,
2001; Hardin et al., 2004; Frederick, 1986). It has been suggested
that experimental evidence of these effects is limited in part because of the limited conditions under which the adaptations and
interventions are studied (Hardin et al., 2004; McNair and Marshall, 1994). The rockered sole of the MBT shoe used in this investigation provided an opportunity to investigate a condition far
outside the normal range of shoe designs and yet the kinematic differences for the knee and hip joint were not signiﬁcant. These results suggest it is possible to accommodate substantial changes
in the curvature of the sole by changes in the motion and forces
sustained at the ankle and can occur with minimal change to the
knee or hip motions or moments. Changes in shoe sole geometry
may offer potential therapeutic opportunities for conditions at
the ankle without substantial risk to the knee or hip.
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Abstract
The purposes of this study were (a) to determine group and individual differences in oxygen consumption during heel–toe running
and (b) to quantify the differences in EMG activity for selected muscle groups of the lower extremities when running in shoes with
different mechanical heel characteristics. Twenty male runners performed heel–toe running using two shoe conditions, one with a
mainly elastic and a visco-elastic heel. Oxygen consumption was quantiﬁed during steady state runs of 6 min duration, running
slightly above the aerobic threshold providing four pairs of oxygen consumption results for comparison. Muscle activity was
quantiﬁed using bipolar surface EMG measurements from the tibialis anterior, medial gastrocnemius, vastus medialis and the
hamstrings muscle groups. EMG data were sampled for 5 s every minute for the 6 min providing 30 trials. EMG data were compared
for the different conditions using an ANOVA (a ¼ 0:05). The ﬁndings of this study showed that changes in the heel material
characteristics of running shoes were associated with (a) subject speciﬁc changes in oxygen consumption and (b) subject and muscle
speciﬁc changes in the intensities of muscle activation before heel strike in the lower extremities. It is suggested that further study of
these phenomena will help understand many aspects of human locomotion, including work, performance, fatigue and possible
injuries.
r 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Muscle activation; Oxygen consumption; Running; Visco-elastic heel material

1. Introduction
Heel–toe runners experience impact forces between
1.0 and 2.5 times body weight. One would expect impact
forces to produce substantial vibrations of the soft tissue
packages of the lower extremities (e.g. quadriceps,
hamstrings, triceps surae). However, impact related soft
tissue vibrations are small or not apparent. Thus, the
soft tissue packages must have mechanical characteristics that correspond to heavily or critically damped
mechanical systems. Since vibrations are small for any
shoe-surface combination the mechanical characteristics
of the soft tissues must be adjusted by muscle preactivation (Nigg, 1997; Wakeling and Nigg, 2001) and
one should expect muscle and subject speciﬁc reactions
for different shoe conditions.
*Corresponding author. University of Calgary, Faculty of Kinesiology, 2500 University Drive NW, Calgary, Alta, Canada T2N 1N4.
Tel.: +403-220-3436; fax: +403-284-3553.
E-mail address: nigg@ucalgary.ca (B.M. Nigg).

Thus, one may speculate that muscles are
programmed to avoid vibrations (Nigg, 1997). A speciﬁc
muscle group should change its activity when the
frequency of the input signal is close to its natural
frequency and the changes in activity should depend
on the mass of the soft tissue package and its
mechanical characteristics. Furthermore, it is speculated
that any change in muscle activity affects work and
performance of the human locomotor system (Nigg,
2000). Thus, effects on muscle activity should be
observable by studying EMG signals and effects on
work by studying oxygen consumption. However,
experimental evidence for such phenomena is not
available.
The purposes of this study were:
(a) to determine group and individual differences
in oxygen consumption during heel–toe running
and
(b) to quantify the differences in EMG activity for
selected muscle groups of the lower extremities.

0021-9290/03/$ - see front matter r 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S0021-9290(02)00428-1
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When running in shoes with different mechanical heel
characteristics.
Speciﬁcally the following hypotheses were tested:
H1 The group differences in oxygen consumption
between the elastic and the viscous shoe condition
are small and not signiﬁcant.
H2 There are groups of subjects with signiﬁcantly less,
equal and more oxygen consumption when running
in shoes with elastic and viscous heels.
H3 Changes in shoe conditions change EMG activity of
selected lower extremity muscles. The differences
are muscle and subject speciﬁc.

2. Methods
Twenty proﬁcient male runners participated in this
study and gave written informed consent. They were free
of any serious injuries at the time of study.
Two shoe conditions were used in this study. The two
shoes were identical (same uppers, outsoles, insoles, etc.)
but differed in the midsole materials of the heel. One
heel material was of medium hardness (shore C ¼ 45)
and mainly elastic. The other heel material was softer
(shore C ¼ 26) and more viscous. To quantify the
differences between the materials the heels of the two
shoes were tested in a testing machine (MTS Systems
Corporation, Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA). A heelshaped indenter attached to the actuator of the MTS
machine was used to compress the heel of each shoe at a
speed of 300 mm/s. The tests were performed to
approximately 14 mm deformation to simulate actual
deformation during locomotion. Three trials were
performed on each shoe. The results of these tests are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
The two shoes differed in hardness (as measured with
a durometer) and in visco-elasticity (as indicated by the
Force
[N]

heel “viscous”

3000

heel “elastic”

remaining deformation after the task). One shoe (solid
line) was harder and more visco-elastic. The other shoe
(dotted line) was softer and less visco-elastic. Shoe A will
be named viscous, shoe B will be named elastic in the
text. The mass of the shoes differed by less than 6 g with
the elastic shoe (size 9) having a mass of 293 g and the
visco-elastic shoe (size 9) having a mass of 288 g. All
runners used at the time of the experiment size 9 or 10
(US) running shoes.
Oxygen consumption was quantiﬁed while running on
a portable treadmill (Quinton: Q65, Seattle, Washington) in three testing sessions (Williams, 1985; Morgan
and Craib, 1992; Martin et al., 1993) conducted at a
similar time of day for each subject to eliminate the
potential variation in VO2 due to circadium rhythm.
First, a calibration session was used to determine aerobic
threshold, anaerobic threshold and VO2max. Two testing
sessions were used to quantify the oxygen consumption
for the two shoe conditions. The two testing sessions
started with a 10–15min warm-up period. The actual test
consisted of steady-state runs of 6 min duration, running
slightly above the aerobic threshold. The four VO2
values measured every 30 s for the ﬁnal 2 min were used
to determine the mean oxygen consumption for a given
shoe and test. A 3-min rest period was allowed between
each run. One testing session had a testing sequence of
v–e followed by e–v. The other testing session had the
testing sequence e–v followed by v–e (where e and v
corresponded to the ‘‘elastic’’ and the ‘‘viscous’’ shoe
condition). The sequence used in the ﬁrst test session
was randomly assigned. This procedure provided 4 pairs
of oxygen consumption results for comparison.
Individual oxygen consumption results were deﬁned
as different for the two shoe conditions when the VO2
values for all four paired comparisons (v–e, e–v, e–v,
v–e) were consistently higher or lower for one shoe
condition compared to the other shoe condition. Based
on the oxygen consumption results, three groups were
deﬁned:
Viscous group: VO2(elastic)>VO2(viscous) for all
four comparisons.
Elastic group: VO2(elastic) oVO2(viscous) for all
four comparisons.
Neutral group: VO2(elastic) E VO2(viscous) for not
consistent comparisons.

2000

1000

Deformation
0

0

5

10

15 [mm]

Fig. 1. Force–deformation diagrams for the two heels of the tested
shoes as determined through MTS testing at 300 mm/s. Each curve is
the average of three test results under the same conditions.

A paired T-test was performed to compare between
the two shoe conditions (a ¼ 0:05) for the whole group.
Muscle activity was quantiﬁed for the right leg from
EMG (1200 Hz, Biovision, Germany) measured in a
special testing session on the same treadmill. Oxygen
consumption measurements and EMG measurements
were not made simultaneously because simultaneous
measurements could inﬂuence each other negatively.
Bipolar surface EMG measurements were taken from
for the tibialis anterior, medial gastrocnemius, vastus
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medialis and the hamstrings group. Vertical force data
from the back right support leg of the treadmill (Kistler
AG, Winterthur, Switzerland, 1200 Hz) were used to
determine the time of the right foot contact. EMG data
were sampled for 5 s every minute for the 6 min. A total
of 5 steps per data collection were analyzed providing 30
trials (steps) for analysis. EMG data were ﬁltered (von
Tscharner, 1999) with a Bandpass Filter (20–400 Hz cutoff). A root mean square (RMS) calculation was
performed on the ﬁltered EMG data from 50 ms prior
to contact to the time of ﬁrst contact with the treadmill
(muscle pre-activation). The top and bottom 10% of the
RMS data were removed in order to eliminate possible
outliers. Therefore, results from 24 foot-contacts were
used in the analysis for each shoe condition and subject.
This data were compared for the different conditions
using an ANOVA (a ¼ 0:05).
The results for subject 13 were excluded from further
analysis because the oxygen consumption difference
between the 2 days was more than 10%. The results for
subject 15 were excluded because the subject did not
complete the oxygen consumption measurements. For
the remaining 18 subjects, EMG data were excluded for
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the vastus medialis muscle for four subjects (no. 4, 7, 10
and 14) because there was too much noise in the signal
that could not be ﬁltered out.

3. Results
The results are grouped with respect to the following
aspects, (a) description of a typical EMG data set for
treadmill running, (b) group results and (c) individual
results for oxygen consumption and EMG data.
3.1. EMG-force data set
A data set for one ground contact for the four muscles
involved is illustrated in Fig. 2 for subject #20.
3.2. Group differences for the two shoe conditions
For oxygen consumption, the mean group differences between the elastic and the viscous shoe
condition were small and not signiﬁcant for both days
of testing [Day 1: VO2(elastic)=38.974.3 ml/kg/min,

Fig. 2. Illustration of the EMG signals for the four muscles tibialis anterior, gastrocnemius medialis, vastus medialis and hamstrings for one subject
(subject 20) while running with the shoe with the viscous (left) and the elastic (right) heel. The solid vertical line indicates ﬁrst ground contact, the
dotted lines indicate 50 ms before and 50 ms after ﬁrst ground contact.
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∆VO2 (el-v i)
VO2 (el)
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[%]
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S.E.

-10

1.0

Vastus medialis

0.0

Hamstrings

viscous higher

elastic higher
0

10

2.0

Gastrocnemius
medialis

20 ∆(RMS) [%]

Fig. 3. Percentage changes of the mean RMS values with SE for the
four muscles for the 18 subjects. A positive sign indicates that the RMS
was higher for the elastic than for the viscous shoe condition.

VO2(viscous)=38.974.5 ml/kg/min; Day 2: VO2(elastic)=39.473.4 ml/kg/min, VO2(viscous)=39.473.7 ml/
kg/min]. Thus, hypothesis H1 was supported by the
results of this study.
The RMS of the EMG measurements for the four
muscles measured showed no signiﬁcant group differences between the two shoe conditions (Fig. 3). The
relative differences in the pre-activation between the
averages for the elastic and viscous shoe conditions were
3.2% for the tibialis anterior, 0.9% for the gastrocnemius, 7.2% for the vastus medialis and 13.2% for
the hamstrings.

1 14 9
20 16 6

4

2

8 10 18 19 3

7 11 5 12 17

-1.0
-2.0

elasti c > viscous

elasti c < viscous

Fig. 4. Individual normalized differences in oxygen consumption
between the elastic and the viscous shoe condition. Positive values
indicate that VO2(elastic)>VO2(viscous). Negative values indicate that
VO2(elastic) o VO2(viscous). The differences were determined based
on four oxygen measurements during four different trials per shoe
condition (a total of 16 measurements per shoe and 32 measurements
per difference). The shaded bars indicate the ﬁve subjects that had the
same positive difference between the elastic and the viscous shoe
condition for both days.

∆RMS (el-vi )
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Vastus medialis
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4. Individual results
The individual differences in oxygen consumption are
illustrated in Fig. 4. Five subjects (2, 3, 8, 18 and 19)
used in all four comparisons less oxygen for the elastic
shoe–heel situation. Five subjects (4, 6, 7, 16 and 20)
used in all four comparisons less oxygen for the viscous
shoe heel situation. Eight subjects (1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14
and 17) had not consistent results for the four
comparisons. Thus, hypothesis H2 was supported by
the results of this study.
The RMS of the EMG showed muscle and subject
speciﬁc results. Thus, hypothesis H3 was supported. The
RMS of the EMG pre-activation showed some systematic changes for the vastus medialis muscle (Fig. 5). All
ﬁve subjects in the ‘‘elastic’’ group, the group that used
more oxygen in the visco-elastic shoe, showed a higher
vastus medialis pre-activation for the viscous shoe
condition. The average difference in the RMS for this
muscle was 20.3% with a range between 3.5% and
65.7%. All three subjects in the ‘‘viscous’’ group for
which EMG results were available (6, 16 and 20) showed
a higher vastus medialis pre-activation for the elastic

-40
-60

elastic < visous

viscous < elastic

Fig. 5. Relative difference of the EMG-RMS [(elastic–viscous):
(elastic)] for the vastus medialis muscle for the elastic (black) and the
viscous group (gray). The viscous group has only three results since the
EMG data for the other two members of this group were rejected.

shoe condition. The average difference in the RMS for
this muscle was 4.7% with a range between 0.9% and
11.7%. The other muscles did not show a systematic
difference.

5. Discussion
The purposes of the study were to determine group
and individual differences in oxygen consumption
during heel–toe running in shoes with elastic or viscoelastic heel materials and to investigate whether
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observed differences would be associated with changes
in muscle activity.
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∆RMS (el-vi )
RMS (el)

Running viscous or elastic heel
Pre-activation 50 ms

[%]

5.1. Oxygen consumption

20
0

The results of this study conﬁrmed that oxygen
consumption did, in the average, not differ between
the two shoe conditions. However, individual subjects
showed systematic and consistent differences of up to
2% (Fig. 4) in oxygen consumption for the two tested
shoe heel materials. The ﬁnding that runners use less
oxygen when running with visco-elastic heel material is
counterintuitive and is generally not expected. However,
the experimental results for the group that used less
oxygen with the visco-elastic heels (the ‘‘viscous’’ group)
is in line with theoretical predictions made earlier that
viscous shoes sole material may, under certain conditions, require less work for a given locomotion task
(Nigg and Anton, 1995).
Thus, the often-used statement that elastic shoe
midsole materials are more advantageous for performance than visco-elastic materials is not correct.
Some subjects performed better when using visco-elastic
and others when using elastic heel midsole materials.
Taking into account that the shoes used in this study
were arbitrarily selected (the only goal was to have one
shoe with an elastic and one with a visco-elastic heel)
and that the selected visco-elastic materials were
determined by availability, one could speculate that
differences in oxygen consumption may even be higher if
the shoe sole material was optimally tuned to each
subject. However, the criteria for optimal tuning are not
known yet.
5.2. Muscle activity
Changes in muscle activity can occur with respect to
timing, intensity and frequency. There were no changes
in timing registered for the two shoe conditions. The
changes in the intensity of the muscle activity (RMS)
before heel strike when changing footwear were in some
cases quite substantial (Fig. 5). The muscle ‘‘package’’
with the smallest mass had the lowest range of change of
RMS (TA: 35%), the larger muscle ‘‘packages’’ had a
range of changes in muscle activity between 85% and
91% (GM: 91%; VM: 90%; HA: 85%) indicating that
larger muscle activity changes were needed for the soft
tissue packages with the bigger masses.
The intensity of the EMG pre-activation showed
some systematic changes for the vastus medialis
muscle (Fig. 6). All ﬁve subjects in the ‘‘elastic’’
group, the group that used more oxygen in the viscoelastic shoe, showed a higher vastus medialis preactivation for the visco-elastic shoe condition. The
average difference in the RMS for this muscle was
20.3% with a range between 3.5% and 65.7%. All three
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Fig. 6. Relative EMG RMS between the elastic and the viscous shoe
condition for the vastus medialis muscle for two groups of subjects,
subjects that used less oxygen in the elastic shoe condition (left) and
subjects that used less oxygen in the viscous shoe condition (right).

subjects in the ‘‘viscous’’ group (6, 16 and 20) showed a
higher vastus medialis pre-activation for the elastic shoe
condition. The average difference in the RMS for this
muscle was 4.7% with a range between 0.9% and
11.7%. The other muscles did not show a systematic
difference.
Changes in the mean wavelet frequencies between
shoe conditions were not signiﬁcant for the group
comparisons. However, in analogy to the individual
RMS data, there were substantial subject and muscle
speciﬁc changes in the mean frequencies for the different
shoe conditions.
The EMG signals before heel strike had a signiﬁcant
and substantially higher mean wavelet frequency
than the signals after heel strike conﬁrming
previous experimental results (Wakeling et al., 2001).
The frequency characteristics of the EMG signals
are inﬂuenced by the conduction velocity and the
. et al., 1970;
shape of the action potential (Lindstrom
Stulen and de Luca, 1981; Solomonow et al., 1990).
Differences in conduction velocities may be attributed
to fast and slow twitch ﬁbers. However, experimental
evidence for this functional relationship is contradictory
(Karlson, 1999; Wakeling et al., 2002). The experimental
results of this study suggest that EMG activities
before and after heel strike belong to two different
events. If is speculated that the EMG activities
before heel strike are preprogrammed based on the
expected impact shock and are related to a ‘‘muscle
tuning’’ activity (Nigg and Wakeling, 2001) while the
EMG activities after heel strike belong to a reﬂex arc
event.
If one accepts the speculation that changes in EMG
wavelet frequencies are related to changes in muscle
ﬁber recruitment, one may suggest that ‘‘muscle tuning’’
uses more fast twitch muscle ﬁbers and the ‘‘muscle
tuning’’ be related to fatigue. Thus, it should be studied,
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whether a reduction of muscle activity before heel strike
is associated with fatigue and/or performance.
5.3. Signal frequencies
During running and many other human locomotion
activities various frequencies are rather close. The mean
frequency of the impact force signal during heel strike is
between 5 and 20 Hz. When running on a treadmill this
treadmill has a natural frequency about 10–20 Hz. The
soft tissue packages (e.g. triceps surae, hamstrings, etc.)
have a natural frequency around 5–60 Hz. Thus, the
mean frequencies of impact force signals during heel–toe
running are close to the natural frequencies of the soft
tissue packages of the lower extremities. Consequently,
it seems important to understand strategies that can be
applied to avoid resonance phenomena of the soft tissue
packages. One strategy consists of using the ﬁltering
abilities of shoe soles, sport surfaces and shoe inserts;
frequency considerations must be performed to understand the possibilities and the limitations. For some
subject in the tested population the viscous for others
the elastic heel was the ‘‘better’’ solution with respect to
oxygen consumption. Another strategy consists in
changing the mechanical characteristics (F and c) of
the muscles in the soft tissue packages, moving their
natural frequency away from the input frequency of the
shock wave. It may be that such changes in input
frequencies were responsible for earlier published
differences in oxygen consumption with different shoes
or surfaces (Bates et al., 1978; Caitlin and Dressendorfer, 1979; Clarke et al., 1983a b; Frederick et al., 1983;
Fukuda et al., 1983; Stacoff and Kaelin, 1983; Nigg and
Bahlsen, 1988; Hamill et al., 1988; Milani et al., 1995).
5.4. Conclusion
The ﬁndings of this study showed that changes in the
heel material characteristics of running shoes are
associated with (a) subject speciﬁc changes in oxygen
consumption, (b) subject and muscle speciﬁc changes in
the intensities of muscle activation before heel strike in
the lower extremities and (c) subject and muscle speciﬁc
changes in the mean wavelet frequencies of the EMG
signals. The functional understanding of these changes is
in its infancy. However, it is suggested that the further
study of these phenomena will help understand many
aspects of human locomotion, including work, performance, fatigue and possible injuries.
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